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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of distant RR Lyrae stars, including the most distant known in the Milky
Way, using data taken in the g−band with the Dark Energy Camera as part of the High cadence
Transient Survey (HiTS; 2014 campaign). We detect a total of 173 RR Lyrae stars over a ∼ 120 deg2
area, including both known RR Lyrae and new detections. The heliocentric distances dH of the full
sample range from 9 to > 200 kpc, with 18 of them beyond 90 kpc. We identify three sub-groups of RR
Lyrae as members of known systems: the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy, for which we report 46 new
discoveries, and the ultra-faint dwarf galaxies Leo IV and Leo V. Following an MCMC methodology,
we fit spherical and ellipsoidal profiles of the form ρ(R) ∼ Rn to the radial density distribution of
RR Lyrae in the Galactic halo. The best fit corresponds to the spherical case, for which we obtain a
simple power-law index of n = −4.17+0.18−0.20, consistent with recent studies made with samples covering
shorter distances. The pulsational properties of the outermost RR Lyrae in the sample (dH > 90 kpc)
differ from the ones in the halo population at closer distances. The distribution of the stars in a
Period-Amplitude diagram suggest they belong to Oosterhoff-intermediate or Oosterhoff II groups,
similar to what is found in the ultra-faint dwarf satellites around the Milky Way. The new distant
stars discovered represent an important addition to the few existing tracers of the Milky Way potential
in the outer halo.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The outermost regions of the Milky Way (MW) halo
are key probes of the recent assembly history of our
Galaxy. Models suggest that stars in the outer halo
(beyond Galactocentric radii of RGC & 100 kpc) likely
originated in relatively recently-accreted satellite galax-
ies (e.g., Bullock & Johnston 2005; Zolotov et al. 2009).
While current models of galaxy formation generate spe-
cific predictions of the amount of stellar substructure in
the outermost part of the halo, these have been hard to
explore because of the lack of deep, large area surveys
of tracers with reliable distance estimates. Because RR
Lyrae pulsational variable stars (RRLs) are easily identi-
fied in time-series data, are intrinsically bright, and fol-
low well-known period-luminosity relations, they provide
a means of mapping the distant halo at distances be-
yond d & 100 kpc. Sanderson et al. (2017) predicted
that different accretion histories of 12 synthetic halos
(from Bullock & Johnston 2005) yield populations of
2, 000 − 10, 000 RRLs between 100 < d < 300 kpc in
the MW halo, with roughly half of these in intact dwarf
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galaxies, and half unbound from their parent satellite.
The accreted dwarfs that are expected to have con-
tributed their stellar populations to the MW halo im-
print evidence of the MW’s accretion history in the radial
stellar density profile. Studies of the halo density profile
with various tracers (e.g. Saha 1985; Vivas & Zinn 2006;
Watkins et al. 2009; Deason et al. 2011; Sesar et al. 2011;
Akhter et al. 2012, summarized later in Table 4) have
found widely varying stellar density slopes at large radii,
making it difficult to place the MW in a broader context.
The discrepancies may be due in part to small samples,
especially at large distances from the Galactic center.
The addition of outer halo stars is vital to anchor density
profile fits in regions of the Galaxy where recent accre-
tion should dominate, and where long dynamical times
preserve a record of the accretion events. Simulations
also suggest that there is a clear difference in the behav-
ior of the inner and outer halo number density profiles,
probably driven by different formation processes (see e.g.,
Bullock & Johnston 2005). The inner halo is thought to
contain both accreted and formed in-situ populations,
while the stellar component of the outer halo seems to
be formed mainly by accretion events (Zinn 1993; Bul-
lock & Johnston 2005; Carollo et al. 2007; Abadi et al.
2006; Zolotov et al. 2009). There is possible evidence
for the different formation pathways of the inner/outer
halo in the form of a break in the radial number density
profile of MW stars near 25 kpc from the Galactic center
(see e.g., Saha 1985; Watkins et al. 2009; Deason et al.
2011; Sesar et al. 2011). However, the behavior of the
MW’s radial density profile at Galactocentric distances
(RGC) beyond 80 kpc is a subject that has not been cov-
ered with similar depth, mainly due to incompleteness in
current surveys at large distances.
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Furthermore, the most distant stars are vital tracers
for the estimation of the total mass of the MW. Detailed
predictions (e.g., the number and luminosity function of
satellites) for MW-like galaxies extracted from cosmolog-
ical models for comparison with observations are highly
sensitive to the total mass of the host halo (e.g., Geha
et al. 2017); thus, determining a reliable total mass for
our Galaxy becomes essential if one wishes to use it as
a cosmological laboratory. Unfortunately, the total mass
of the MW within 150 kpc is known only within a factor
of two (e.g., Eadie & Harris 2016; Ablimit & Zhao 2017).
Mass modeling of the MW halo is most strongly con-
strained by tracers in the outermost regions; RRLs are
thus valuable probes of the Galactic potential because
they can be found at large distances, and their distances
can be determined to better than ∼ 10% with ground-
based data.
Regarding remote Milky Way stars, only a small num-
ber have been detected at heliocentric distances (dH)
larger than 100 kpc. A summary can be found in Bochan-
ski et al. (2014). In that study the authors reported the
discovery of the two most distant MW stars known to
date, with estimated distances larger than 200 kpc and
classified as M giants. These stars are intrinsically bright
which makes them good tracers of halo structure at large
distances, but the distance estimations suffer from signif-
icant uncertainties (Bochanski et al. 2014 adopted a 25%
of uncertainties).
Other distance tracers such as pulsational variables
have been commonly used to map the Galactic halo over
a wide range of distances. RR Lyrae stars, for exam-
ple, have been identified from a few parsecs to beyond
100 kpc (e.g., Watkins et al. 2009; Drake et al. 2013b;
Sesar et al. 2017b, reaching dH ∼ 115 kpc). RRLs are
old, metal-poor pulsating variables that are considered
standard candles in the same way as Cepheids, though
they are not as luminous. The light curves of these RRL
variables have very characteristic shapes and they are
usually classified into two main groups: ab and c-type
RRLs. The first class (RRab) are fundamental mode
pulsators, with saw-tooth shaped light curves and a neg-
ative correlation between their amplitudes and periods,
which are known to be of the order of 0.6 days. RRc,
on the other hand, pulsate on the first overtone and dis-
play more sinusoidal light curves. The latter have in
general shorter periods (∼ 0.35 days) and smaller ampli-
tudes compared to RRab.
The discovery of groups of RRLs at medium to large
distances has become particularly important for the
physical description of substructures in the inner and
outer halo. Some examples are the discovery and charac-
terization of the Sagittarius stellar tidal stream (Vivas et
al. 2001; Vivas & Zinn 2006; Prior et al. 2009; Watkins et
al. 2009; Sesar et al. 2010, 2017b; Drake et al. 2013a; Zinn
et al. 2014), the Virgo stellar stream (Duffau et al. 2006;
Vivas et al. 2016; Sesar et al. 2017b), the Pisces overden-
sity (Sesar et al. 2010), or the Gemini stream that ex-
tends beyond 100 kpc (Drake et al. 2013b), among others.
However, the discovery of very distant, isolated stars in
the halo brings out questions related to the understand-
ing of their origin. Since they are not expected to have
formed in the outskirts of the halo, the origin of distant
stars is generally thought to be either the gravitational
interaction between the Milky Way and its satellites or
the ejection from the center (or disk) of the Galaxy (Bul-
lock & Johnston 2005; Brown et al. 2005; Zolotov et al.
2009). Simulations suggest that it is possible to repro-
duce important stellar halo properties (the break in the
density profiles for instance) taking only accretion events
into consideration (Deason et al. 2013). In this context,
an interesting suggestion regarding the origin of distant
RRL comes from evidence that all known Milky Way’s
dwarf galaxies have at least one RRL (Boettcher et al.
2013; Vivas et al. 2016). This would make RRL poten-
tial tracers of faint satellite systems in the outer halo. In-
deed, based on the data presented in this work, Medina et
al. (2017) recognized the presence of the ultra faint dwarf
galaxies Leo IV and Leo V based on compact groups of
distant RRLs.
To date, large RRLs catalogs have been constructed
using data from different variability surveys that map dif-
ferent parts of the halo. Among them, the Quasar Equa-
torial Survey Team (QUEST) RRL catalog (Vivas et al.
2004) contains 457 objects with V < 19.5, and subse-
quently with La Silla QUEST Southern Hemisphere Vari-
ability Survey (LSQ) came the discovery of 1013 RRab
and 359 RRc distributed across ∼ 840 deg2 of the sky
in the range 150◦ < RA < 210◦ and −10◦ < Dec < 10◦
(Zinn et al. 2014). The latter contains stars with dH be-
tween 5 and 80 kpc. More recently, the Catalina Surveys
identified ∼ 43, 500 RRLs over ∼ 30, 000 sq degrees of the
sky up to heliocentric distances of ∼ 60−110 kpc (Drake
et al. 2017). The Pan-STARRS1 (PS1) 3pi survey has
proven to be also an excellent source for RRLs, despite
its poor temporal sampling, by identifying a sample of
∼ 45, 000 RRLs up to ∼ 130 kpc from the Sun with a
90% purity (Sesar et al. 2017a). All these surveys have
found several distant RRLs, but the surveys’ low com-
pletenesses at faint magnitudes limit the depth of the
findings.
In this contribution, we use data from the High Ca-
dence Transient Survey (HiTS; Fo¨rster et al. 2016) to
search for distant RRL (beyond 100 kpc). HiTS is a
survey designed for the detection of young supernovae
events with a total sky coverage of ∼ 350 square degrees
and a limiting g magnitude that varies between 23 and
24.5 (Fo¨rster et al. 2016). Since the cadence and ob-
serving strategy of the survey are well matched for RRL
detection, it should allow us to find distant RRL in the
observed region, if present. Here we discuss results from
∼ 120 deg2 of HiTS survey data, corresponding to the
second campaign which was held during semester 2014A.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows: In
section 2 an overview of the observation context of this
work is given, including details of HiTS. In §3 the candi-
dates selection and characterization process is described,
as well as the distance determination. The analysis of the
sample, including the presence of substructures in our
data like the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy and the
description of the most distant candidates is presented
in §4 and §5, respectively. In §6 we use our sample to
construct radial density profiles of the halo and compare
them with previous studies. Finally, in §7 our main re-
sults are summarized.
2. OBSERVATIONS
HiTS is a deep optical campaign carried out with the
Dark Energy Camera (DECam, Flaugher et al. 2015)
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Figure 1. Color coded plot of the distribution of our 173 RRL stars in the sky, with the colors representing their heliocentric distances.
An approximation of the HiTS footprint is shown in grey in the background as a reference.
mounted at the prime focus of the Blanco 4 m telescope
at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO).
The camera contains 62 CCDs with 520 megapixels and
generates three square degree images. It is currently
the largest etendue camera in operation in the south-
ern hemisphere, and it will remain so until the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) begins operations in
2022.
One of the main goals of HiTS is the detection of op-
tical transient objects, in particular young supernovae
events mainly in the g SDSS photometric system filter
(∼ 4000 to 5500 A˚) in the search for empirical evidence
of the shock breakout phenomena. The fact that the
survey can detect transient objects with characteristic
timescales of hours make HiTS suitable for RRLs studies
as well.
The observations used for the current work took place
between UT 2014 February 28 and March 4 (five consec-
utive nights). Forty fields were observed with a cadence
of two hours, four times per night in the g−band and
the exposure times varied from 160 seconds (83% of the
observations) to 173 and 174 seconds (3% and 14% re-
spectively). This translates into 20 epochs per field, with
the exception of one field (centered in 151.5◦ RA, −2◦
DEC), which has 37 (see Fo¨rster et al. 2016 for detailed
field positions). The sky was clear during all nights, with
typical seeing values around 1.5 arcseconds.
The fields observed by HiTS were selected almost en-
tirely blindly, covering ∼ 120 square degrees in the sky
region from 150◦ < RA < 175◦ and −10◦ < Dec < 3◦
(see Figure 1). The only requirement for the fields was
the observing availability during the entire night. Six of
the fields were chosen for being known cluster fields and
two for being SuperCOSMOS fields (Hambly et al. 2001).
The data obtained were stored on the National Labora-
tory for High Performance Computing (NLHPC) clus-
ter at the Center for Mathematical Modeling (CMM) of
Universidad de Chile and then analyzed using the HiTS
pipeline.
The HiTS pipeline is based on basic calibrations, im-
age substraction, candidate filtering and visualization
Figure 2. Variation of σg with the average magnitude for one of
the HiTS fields (black dots). To model the data, a cubic spline
interpolation was applied to the sigma-clipped data.
(Fo¨rster et al. 2016). The instrumental signature re-
moval steps were performed using the DECam commu-
nity pipeline (Valdes et al. 2014). For this work, we gen-
erated catalogs using the SExtractor photometry soft-
ware (Bertin & Arnouts 1996), with a limiting apparent
magnitude of 23–24.5 (Fo¨rster et al. 2016).
3. SEARCH AND CHARACTERIZATION OF RRLS
3.1. Photometric Calibration
In order to select periodic variables we need to define
a common x, y pixel coordinate system using the out-
put catalogs generated by SExtractor, a process we call
alignment. We select the second epoch observation as
the reference frame for having the best observing con-
ditions. The scaling constants needed to do the align-
ment were found by the HiTS pipeline (Fo¨rster et al.
2016). Subsequently, we performed a cross-match be-
tween the aligned catalogs and rejected as possible can-
didates sources with fewer than five detections. Sources
whose mean flux uncertainties are larger than two times
the flux standard deviation were also filtered out. Pixel
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coordinates were transformed into equatorial coordinates
following the procedure described in Fo¨rster et al. (2016).
To account for the effects of the atmospheric conditions
over the different epochs, we calculated a relative zero-
point associated with the reference. This was performed
comparing the instrumental magnitudes given by
ginst = −2.5 log
(
counts
s
)
− ag − kg A (1)
where A is the airmass, ag is the photometric zero-point
in the g−band (one for each CCD) and kg is the first-
order extinction in g9. Then, the g magnitude was cal-
culated as following:
gref = ginst + ∆rel
g = gref + ∆PS
(2)
In the previous equation, ∆rel refers to the relative
zero-point between the different epochs and the refer-
ence, which was calculated on a chip-by-chip basis, and
∆PS is a calibration zero-point with respect to the PS1
DR1 public catalog. To obtain the PS1 zero-points, we
compared the instrumental magnitudes for all the stars
in a given chip (corrected by ∆rel) with the correspond-
ing magnitudes listed in the PS1 database. This yields
60 different zero-points for a given field. We repeated
this procedure for all fields in the PS1 footprint.
To estimate the photometric uncertainties, we assume
that the uncertainties for each star magnitude can be
obtained using a non-parametric model of the standard
deviation and mean magnitude relation for all the stars in
their respective fields, as can be seen in Figure 2. We do
not use the flux errors given by SExtractor since they are,
in general, underestimated (Gawiser et al. 2006; Mart´ınez
et al. 2018, ApJ, submitted) and therefore are not reliable
when accounting for the photometric uncertainties. The
photometric uncertainties reach ∼ 0.10 mag at g ∼ 22
and ∼ 0.15 mag at g ∼ 23.
The final magnitudes include extinction corrections
for which the re-calibrated dust maps of Schlafly &
Finkbeiner (2011) were used. The extinction values for
the g−band were calculated using the relation Ag =
3.303 · E(B − V ) from the mentioned work. Following
this, the average Ag of the RRLs in the HiTS fields is
∼ 0.14 mag, with a standard deviation of 0.03 mag.
3.2. Selection of RRLs
For period determination, we ran the generalized ver-
sion of the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (GLS; Zechmeis-
ter & Ku¨rster 2009), which provides more accurate fre-
quencies and is less susceptible to aliasing than the Stan-
dard Lomb-Scargle (LS; Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982) peri-
odogram analysis. We selected as pre-candidates objects
with periods greater than 4.8 hours (0.2 days) and less
than 21.6 hours (0.9 days), and with a GLS statistical
level detection of < 0.08. The statistics were computed
by using the GLS tool from the astroML python mod-
ule (VanderPlas et al. 2012). In spite of the reduction
in the aliasing by the GLS near certain problematic peri-
ods (0.33 and 0.50 d) compared with the standard LS, we
9 http://www.ctio.noao.edu/noao/content/
Mean-Photometric-Standard-Star-Module-PSM-Solutions-mean-zeropoints-color-terms-extinctions
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Figure 3. Distribution of the mean magnitudes g for the complete
sample of RRLs.
considered it reasonable to filter out objects with periods
between 0.32 and 0.34 days, and within 0.49 and 0.51 to
reduce the number of spurious variables. This resulted in
the rejection of ∼ 3% of non-variable sources that were
spuriously identified as variables due to period aliasing.
In the case where two or more significant periods met the
requirements discussed above, we allowed the two most
significant to be selected. This results in the selection of
2434 objects.
Finally, objects with ∆ mag < 0.2 were filtered out and
we use visual inspection of the phased light curves (look-
ing for periods, amplitudes and light-curve shapes typical
of RRLs) to obtain our final list of RRLs comprised of
only 173 objects (∼ 7%). A small number of stars look
clearly periodic but they do not have the correct am-
plitude, period or shape for being considered RRLs and
they are not further discussed here. An additional visual
inspection of the reference images for each of the RRLs
was performed to reject possible extended objects.
Color information provides additional constraints at
the moment of selecting/confirming RRLs (see e.g. Ivezic´
et al. 2005). Unfortunately, HiTS observations were done
only in the g band. Not all our stars have a counterpart
in SDSS because some of our fields are outside the foot-
print of that survey, and our limiting magnitude is sig-
nificantly fainter than SDSS. However, 139 of our RRLs
have a counterpart in SDSS DR12 and the ones with
small photometric errors in SDSS are constrained within
0.9 < u − g < 1.8 and −0.1 < g − r < 0.3, as expected
for RRLs. We also look at the colors in PS1 which com-
pletely covers our region although again, does not go as
deep as HiTS. In this case we found a match for 161
RRLs and all of them have colors g − r, r − i and i − z
consistent with RRLs, and confirming our selection cri-
teria based on the g light curves is good enough to isolate
RRLs.
To have a more robust method for the estimation of the
light curve parameters we adjusted templates of RRLs
from the work by Sesar et al. (2010), which was based
on SDSS Stripe 82 RRLs. In that study, a list of 23
templates is provided for the g−band, two of which are
for RRc. The selection of the best fit for each candi-
date was based on χ2 minimization. For the fitting we
allowed small variations around the observed amplitude
and maximum magnitude (0.2 magnitudes for each) as
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Figure 4. Period-Amplitude diagram of the complete sample of
RRLs. The blue stars symbols represent RRc stars, while the RRab
are plotted with red pentagons. Black filled circles represent RRLs
with dH > 90 kpc (top) and RRLs members of the Sextans dSph
galaxy (bottom).
well as for the period and initial phase obtained through
GLS (0.01 days and 0.2, respectively).
The 173 RRLs (131 RRab and 42 RRc) have mean
magnitudes between 15.5 and 22.7. Figure 3 shows the
distribution of the mean g magnitude for the full sample.
The strong peak seen at g ∼ 20.5 correspond to stars
associated with the Sextans dSph galaxy and are further
discussed in §4. Surprisingly, there is a non-negligible
number of RRLs with g > 21 which correspond to very
distant halo object. Folded light curves and tables with
the properties of the RRLs are shown in §5 (for the very
distant stars) and in the Appendix material (for the rest
of the stars).
Figure 4 shows the location of the RRLs in the Period-
Amplitude diagram. As expected, the sequences of the
Oosterhoff (Oo) groups I and II (Oosterhoff 1939; Cate-
lan & Smith 2015) are clearly visible in this plot, espe-
cially for the halo RRab at distances < 90 kpc (red sym-
bols in Figure 4). This is reassuring that our methodol-
ogy is correctly recovering properties of RRLs. We dis-
cuss implications of the location in this diagram of the
newly found RRLs later in the article.
3.3. Detection Efficiency
To estimate the detection efficiency of our survey we
generated 5000 artificial light curves of RRLs mimicking
our real cadence and photometric errors. Specifically, the
number of observations per object were set equal to the
ones of randomly selected stars in our survey. Thus, the
number of epochs in the artificial light curves vary from
16 to 37. Each light curve was modeled using the param-
eters (amplitude in g, period, template) from the list of
SDSS RRLs in Sesar et al. (2010), which includes stars
with periods within the ranges rejected by our selection
criteria. A random initial phase was added to each simu-
lated star. Finally, photometric errors were added to the
template magnitudes according to the values of the main
locus of stars seen in Figure 2. The artificial light curves
were then processed by our software and stars which pass
all our criteria and have a period within 10% of the real
one were flagged as recovered.
Figure 5 shows the results of the process represented
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Figure 5. Recovery rates as a function of mean g magnitude of
synthetic RRLs.
as a histogram where 0.25 magnitude bins were used. In
the bright end, our method is able to recover ∼ 86% of
the full sample, and the rate ranges between 81% and
92% down to g = 21.5. The detection efficiency drops
to less than 70% for RRL fainter than g = 22. The
estimation of the RRLs detection efficiency does not take
the photometric completeness of the survey into account.
A detailed analysis of the photometric completeness of
HiTS can be found in Fo¨rster et al. (2016).
3.4. Comparison with previous surveys
Another way to investigate how many RRLs we are
missing in our survey is to compare our results with re-
cent large-area surveys that covered the same portion of
the sky as HiTS. In this work we compare with data from
the Catalina Real-Time Transient Survey (CRTS) data
release 1 (Drake et al. 2013a, 2014), from the La Silla-
QUEST (LSQ) survey (Zinn et al. 2014) (both have a
large number of observations in the V−band) and from
PS1 (grizy filters but only a few epochs in each band).
The overlap in sky coverage is complete in the case of
the CRTS and PS1, and partial for LSQ.
When compared with Drake et al. (2014), 93 RRL
(76 RRab and 17 RRc) fall into the fields observed by
HiTS with magnitudes fainter than 16 (near our satura-
tion limit) that we should have been able to detect. Of
these 93, 69 matched up with our list within 2 arcseconds
(74%), and 74 within 2.5 arcseconds (80%). In terms of
percentages, 74% (79% for 2.5 arcsecs) of the ab types
and 76% (82%) of the RRc’s were recovered. There are
no differences in the classifications they give to the RRLs
and what we find in this work. The periods obtained
for our sample are in good agreement with the periods
for the stars in common, with a mean discrepancy of
2× 10−3 ± 2× 10−2 days. We considered the position of
the 24 (19) missing RRLs in the CCDs and found that at
least 7 of them fell near the edges for the reference frame
and therefore were not cleanly detected by our proce-
dure. Removing these 7 stars from the list of potential
matches with Drake et al. (2014) increases the rate of
recovery to 80% (84%) which is closer to the numbers
obtained for the theoretical recovery rate computation.
In general, the missed RRLs are relatively bright sources
(V < 19, dH < 40 kpc), with 〈V 〉 ∼ 17 and enough
phase coverage to perform a good characterization in the
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CRTS (N > 180). In our sample we classified as RRLs
103 sources that were not present neither in Drake et al.
(2013a) nor Drake et al. (2014), 74 of them are RRab,
and the remaining 29 are RRc. These stars may have
been missed by these surveys for different reasons, but
the most likely is attributable to the different depths of
our surveys. Both Drake et al. (2013a) and Drake et
al. (2014) have shallower limiting magnitudes, and have
high completeness levels until VCSS ∼ 19.5. More than a
half of the new RRLs (∼ 60%) are grouped together and
seem to be part of the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy
(as described in section §5), while from the remaining
objects, 22 have magnitudes g > 20, mostly beyond the
detection limits of the CRTS.
In the case of LSQ, which has 43 RRab and 7 RRc
fainter than g = 16, the comparison yielded 44 stars re-
covered (88%; 5 RRc and 39 RRab). In general, the
periods seem to coincide with an absolute mean differ-
ence of 4.7× 10−2 days. However, there is one star with
a significantly different period (HiTS101413-004502). If
we do not include HiTS101413-004502 in the comparison,
the period discrepancy turns out to be |∆P | ∼ 5× 10−4.
For that star we found a period of 0.386 days as the most
likely period, while LSQ gives 0.628 days. However, the
latter corresponds to the second most probable period ac-
cording to our procedure. Since LSQ has 87 observations
for that star and we only have 21, their period is likely
more reliable. This discrepant period determination led
us to a misclassification of that RRL (from a RRab to a
RRc). In Table 5, the period obtained with our method-
ology is presented. Of the RRLs we missed, 4 are RRab
and 2 are RRc. Nevertheless, one RRab (LSQ250) fell
relatively close to the edges of its CCD, following the
criteria applied in the comparison with the CRTS. Re-
jecting LSQ250, the recovery rate rises up to ∼ 90%. As
in the case of the comparison with CRTS, we report nu-
merous RRLs that do not appear in the LSQ catalog.
We found 93 new variables in the common regions (70
ab’s and 23 c’s) most of which seem to be related, again,
to the Sextans dSph RRLs overdensity (65%).
The PS1 public catalog has 24.000 RRLs and was
built based on machine learning techniques (Sesar et al.
2017a). From this sample, 298 fall into the HiTS fields.
Based on their calculations, an RRab/RRc score in their
selection higher than 0.90 gives a purity of 0.97/0.94 and
a completeness of 0.88/0.57 for r < 18.5. If only RRLs
with scores higher than 0.90 are considered, the number
of PS1 RRLs in the HiTS fields with mean magnitudes
in g fainter than 16 is 110. A comparison of this group
with HiTS RRLs yields 87 matches within 2 arcseconds
(75 ab’s, 12 c’s), i.e., we recover 80% of the intersect-
ing PS1 sample. The mean period difference is 0.001 d,
with 0.07 d as the most significant discrepancy, and the
mean magnitude difference is 0.09. The faintest common
RRL, HiTS101243+022118, has g = 20.61 (87 kpc) in the
HiTS catalog, and g = 20.79 in PS1. The classifications
of all the stars in this subsample of the PS1 catalog are in
agreement with the classifications presented in this work.
It is worth noticing that five of the RRLs in PS1 that
were not detected by us fall near the edges of the CCDs
for the reference frame. If we do not take into account
these RRLs, our recovery rate go as high as 83%, in agree-
ment with our estimations. The rest of the undetected
RRL correspond to relatively bright sources, with a mean
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Figure 6. Radial plot of heliocentric distances as a function of
right ascension (R.A.). The overdensity located at ∼ 80 kpc corre-
sponds to the Sextans dSph galaxy. Sixteen RRLs have distances
> 100 kpc.
value of g of 18.3.
Of the 86 RRLs that are not clearly detected by PS1,
28 have g < 20 (18 ab’s, 10 c’s), which corresponds to
dH . 70 kpc. The rest of the stars not present in the
PS1 catalog are mostly ab−type (65%), and include the
entire sample of faint RRLs described in Section 5.
3.5. Heliocentric distance determination
RR Lyrae stars are known to follow a period-
luminosity-metallicity (PLZ) relationship that makes
them useful as distance indicators. We used Sesar et
al. (2017a) PLZ relations to compute individual values
of Mg, and subsequently heliocentric distances through
distance modulus. For deriving the absolute magnitudes,
we used the values from Table 1 in Sesar et al. (2017a)
and assumed [Fe/H]= −1.5 as a representative value of
the metallicity of the Galactic halo, given our lack of in-
dividual metallicities. It is worth noticing that the PLZ
relationship is valid for RRc only when their periods are
“fundamentalized”. For the RRc in our sample, we used
the periods given by
log(PF ) = log(P ) + 0.128 (3)
where PF is the fundamentalized period and P is the pul-
sational period of the RRc stars (Catelan 2009). How-
ever, due to a discrepancy between the distances of RRab
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Figure 7. Positions in the sky of RRLs found by this work near
the Sextans dSph galaxy (black dots). These RRLs cover a range of
magnitudes from 20.03 to 20.57 in the g−band. Known RRLs from
Amigo et al. (2012) and Zinn et al. (2014), are shown as red and
green dots, respectively. In addition, variable star candidates at the
level of the Horizontal Branch (19.0 < V < 21.6) from Lee et al.
(2003) are plotted with blue dots. The HiTS footprint is plotted
in grey in the background. An ellipse centered in (RA,DEC) =
(153.2512o,−1.6147o) (Irwin et al. 1990) is shown as a reference of
the tidal radius (rt = 83.2′), orientation (θ = 56.7◦) and ellipticity
( = 0.29) of the dSph as determined by Roderick et al. (2016).
and RRc in one of the dwarf galaxies we study in this
work, we applied an additional correction to the entire
sample of RRc in our catalog (see Section 4).
The dependence of the absolute magnitude on metal-
licity is weak. Considering a mean metallicity offset of
±0.5 dex from [Fe/H]= −1.5 dex for the entire sample
would lead to fractional difference in heliocentric dis-
tances of 1.8%, being these differences as high as 4 kpc
(for the faintest RRL). If the metallicity offset is ±1.0 dex
instead, these values vary ∼ 3.6% and with distances
up to 8 kpc. Hence, the lack of individual metallicities
should not introduce large discrepancies in our distance
estimates. In Table 1 the distances obtained by this
method are shown for the faintest (and hence farthest)
candidates. Distances obtained for the remaining sample
are reported in Tables 5 and 6 in the Appendix section.
The uncertainties in the distance estimates include the
propagation of the errors associated to not only the pho-
tometric errors but also the errors associated with Mg.
Figure 6 presents a radial plot for the entire list. The
HiTS RRLs are located between 9 and 261 kpc from the
Sun. The Figure shows there are a significant number of
stars at heliocentric distances > 100 kpc, which we dis-
cuss in §5. It is also significant the overdensity of stars
near dH ∼ 80 kpc, which corresponds to RRLs in the Sex-
tans dSph galaxy (see also Figure 1) that are discussed
in the next section.
4. SEXTANS DSPH RRL POPULATION
Figures 1 and 6 show an overdensity of stars centered
at RA ' 153.3◦, DEC ' −1.7◦ and dH ' 80 kpc. The
position of these stars, both in equatorial coordinates
and distance, matches the location of the Sextans dwarf
spheroidal galaxy (R.A. = 153.2512◦, DEC = −1.6147◦,
dH = 86±4 kpc, McConnachie 2012). Sextans is a Milky
Way satellite discovered by Irwin et al. (1990) with an
absolute magnitude of MV = −9.3. The system is char-
acterized by a relatively old and metal poor population
(age=12 Gyr; [Fe/H]=−1.9), as described by Mateo et
al. (1991) and Kirby et al. (2011), respectively. The Sex-
tans dwarf is a relatively extended satellite with a half-
light radius rh of 695 pc (Irwin & Hatzidimitriou 1995;
Roderick et al. 2016) and a surface brightness of ∼ 28
mag arcsec−2, typical of Local Group dSph galaxies. A
recent study of Sextans carried out by Roderick et al.
(2016) analysed its structural parameters using wide-
field photometric data in order to investigate its kine-
matics and stellar structures. According to their results,
the dSph has a halo-like substructure extended up to
82′ from its center, with several overdensities detected at
statistically high significance levels.
From our sample, 65 of the RRL candidates are located
within 1.75 degrees of Sextans, and between heliocentric
distances of 76 and 90 kpc (48 ab’s, 17 c’s). Their dis-
tribution, as well as the position of the HiTS fields are
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 1, in different scales. Fig-
ure 7 also shows an ellipse marking the tidal radius from
a King profile of the galaxy (Roderick et al. 2016) and
known RRLs in the galaxy from the literature. As can be
seen in the figure, the HiTS fields do not cover the center
of Sextans but only the outskirts of the dwarf. However,
none of the previous surveys of RRLs in this galaxy were
able to cover the full extension of Sextans. Thus, HiTS is
providing for the first time information on the outermost
RRLs in Sextans. The distribution of the RRLs along
the fields does not show any particular kind of structure
or shape and all are contained within the galaxy’s known
King limiting radius.
The distances for the Sextans dSph RRLs were re-
calculated since values for the metallicity of the galaxy
are available in the literature, and they are not necessar-
ily close to our assumption for the Halo ([Fe/H]= −1.5).
For the Sextans RRLs, we adopted [Fe/H]= −1.93±0.01
from Kirby et al. (2011).
Based on our subsample of RRLs associated to Sextans
(both ab and c−types), in principle we estimated a mean
heliocentric distance to the satellite of 81.4 ± 5.7 kpc.
We noted, however, a clear offset between the mean dis-
tance obtained with only RRab and only RRc (84.2 and
74.5 kpc, respectively). This discrepancy (13%) may be
due to the different behavior of the period-luminosity re-
lations for these stars (see for example Vivas et al. 2017),
and we are using PLZ relations that are exclusive for
RRab (Sesar et al. 2017a). As we do not expect the dif-
ferent populations to be located at different distances, we
corrected the the distances of the RRc from our entire
sample by this number, including all type c stars outside
Sextans. By doing this, the re-derived mean heliocentric
distance of the dSph is 84.2± 3.3 kpc, which is in agree-
ment with the distance of 86±4 kpc obtained by (Mateo
et al. 1995) based as well on RRLs.
Knowing the distance we can estimate the physical dis-
tances of our Sextans RRLs to the dwarf’s center. We
find stars out to 1.9 kpc (1.30◦) which is in agreement
with the results of Roderick et al. (2016), who found
Sextans halo overdensities to be as far as 2 kpc from the
center.
RRLs have been used as a mean to detect extra-tidal
material around satellite galaxies and globular clusters
(eg. Ferna´ndez-Trincado et al. 2015; Garling et al. 2017).
From Figure 7 it is possible to claim that there is no clear
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Table 1
Most distant RR Lyrae stars (dH > 90 kpc). This table includes the main properties of the sample such as their distances, types, and
number of observations (N).
ID R.A. DEC 〈g〉 dH Type N
(deg) (deg) (kpc)
HiTS105754-002603 164.47577 -0.43403 20.5 92.5± 6.8 c 20
HiTS110739+012813 166.91383 1.47037 20.4 92.6± 6.6 c 20
HiTS104009-063304 160.03895 -6.55105 20.8 100.5± 4.0 ab 21
HiTS103943-021726 159.93119 -2.29061 20.9 107.8± 4.5 ab 21
HiTS111106-041718 167.77512 -4.28834 21.2 113.4± 8.8 c 22
HiTS105209-043942 163.03718 -4.66174 21.5 136.0± 5.7 ab 20
HiTS113259-003404 173.24674 -0.56770 21.5 147.0± 6.9 ab 18
HiTS113256-003329 173.23270 -0.55818 21.5 155.8± 7.5 ab 19
HiTS102414-095518 156.05905 -9.92180 21.7 161.0± 8.0 ab 21
HiTS103601-015451 159.00456 -1.91422 21.7 161.3± 12.9 c 21
HiTS113107+021302 172.77796 2.21734 21.7 162.8± 8.6 ab 21
HiTS113057+021331 172.73946 2.22514 21.8 171.7± 9.4 ab 20
HiTS113105+021319 172.76936 2.22200 21.8 172.4± 9.4 ab 20
HiTS110222-001624 165.59251 -0.27337 22.1 179.8± 10.3 ab 19
HiTS104054-042827 160.22661 -4.47424 21.9 183.2± 14.8 c 20
HiTS110510-022710 166.28982 -2.45282 22.4 218.6± 14.6 ab 19
HiTS102014-042354 155.05789 -4.39843 22.5 232.9± 21.9 c 19
HiTS104738+020627 161.90718 2.10746 22.8 262.2± 24.3 c 19
evidence of extra-tidal RRLs based on our sample. Ex-
tending the search for RRLs in Sextans to the contiguous
HiTS fields does not change this statement, even if a sig-
nificantly larger radius is considered (e.g. rt = 90
′; Irwin
et al. 1990). One of the RRLs from the LSQ survey lies
outside Roderick et al.’s tidal radius (see Figure 7), but
inside the estimate by Irwin et al. (1990). Thus, it is not
strong evidence of extra tidal material. Regarding hy-
pothetical internal substructures in the galaxy, it is not
possible to measure any given the mean uncertainty of
the distance of our sample of Sextans’ RRLs (4.1 kpc),
the standard deviation of the distribution (3.3 kpc), and
its size (∼ 700 pc; Irwin & Hatzidimitriou 1995; Roder-
ick et al. 2016).
In Amigo et al. (2012), a list of 114 RRLs covering the
inner regions of Sextans is presented, including 37 iden-
tified earlier by Mateo et al. (1995). This catalog con-
tains a large number of new discoveries (ranging from
V = 20.06 to V = 20.50), and recovers as RRLs most
of the variable star candidates presented in Lee et al.
(2003). Since Amigo et al. (2012) covers the central re-
gion of the dwarf, the overlap with HiTS’ fields is not
significant. However, there are 16 stars in common be-
tween HiTS and that work, with highly similar periods
(|∆P | ∼ 2× 10−4) and same classifications. In addition,
Zinn et al. (2014) recognized seven RRLs in the galaxy,
four of which are not contained in the catalog of Amigo
et al. (2012). Thus, there are 46 new RRLs discovered
by HiTS in Sextans, seven of which are not flagged as
RRLs by Lee et al. (2003). This brings the total number
of RRLs in this galaxy to 165.
Folded light-curves for the HiTS Sextans RRLs sam-
ple are shown in the appendix section (Figure 12 to Fig-
ure 14). Table 5 contains the information of these stars.
The mean period of the RRab is 0.63 d which is close
to the nominal Oo II group. However, the distribution
of the 65 RRLs in Sextans in the Period-Amplitude dia-
gram (Figure 4) clearly shows that the stars do not follow
a single sequence of Oo groups. Thus, HiTS confirms the
Oo-intermediate nature of this dSph which was already
established by Mateo et al. (1995) based in 34 stars in the
inner part of the galaxy. Following the Milky Way satel-
lites (except the massive galaxies of Sagittarius and the
Magellanic Clouds) our extended sample confirms that
Sextans do not contain High Amplitude Short Period
(HASP) stars, which have been interpreted by Fiorentino
et al. (2015) as coming from populations more metal rich
than [Fe/H]∼ −1.5.
5. RR LYRAE STARS BEYOND 90 KPC
We find 18 distant RRLs within our list of candidates
that are located at dH > 90 kpc (hereafter distant RRLs);
this corresponds to mean magnitudes 〈g〉 ≥ 20.5. Two re-
cent works, Drake et al. (2013b) and Sesar et al. (2017b),
have reported some of the most distant Galactic RRLs
known to date, located at ∼ 120 kpc and ∼ 130 kpc, re-
spectively. Among our distant RRLs sample there are 13
with dH > 130 kpc; i.e., beyond the most distant previ-
ously known MW RRLs. The distant RRLs group span
a range from ∼ 92 kpc (〈g〉 ∼ 20.5) to beyond 200 kpc
(up to 〈g〉 ∼ 22.8). In Table 1 the main properties of
these distant stars are presented (full info is presented
in Table 6 in the Appendix section), and Figure 8 shows
the folded light curves for this group.
Regarding their classification, 11 RRL (61%) from this
faint subsample correspond to RRab, while seven were
classified as RRc (Table 1), roughly consistent with the
observed ratio in the rest of the sample. We note that
three of the four most distant RRLs are c−type. Given
their lower intrinsic amplitude and the large photometric
uncertainties of the individual observations near the de-
tection limit of our survey, we regard their classification
as tentative; the most distant RRab, which has a secure
classification, is at dH = 219 ± 15 kpc. In the Period-
Amplitude diagram (Figure 4, top panel) these stars are
mostly located toward the locus of the Oo II group, al-
though a large dispersion is observed. However, the dis-
tribution looks significantly different compared with the
one from nearby stars (dH < 90 kpc). The mean period
of the sample of 11 distant RRab stars is 0.668± 0.05 d,
which is significantly different to the mean period of the
RRab with dH < 90 kpc, 0.600±0.09 d. The mean period
of the distant RRLs is remarkably similar to the mean
period of the ensemble of RRLs in the UFD satellites of
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Figure 8. Folded light curves of the distant RR Lyrae stars listed in Table 1.
the Milky Way, 0.667 d (Vivas et al. 2016), suggesting
that these galaxies may be the main contributors of the
outermost regions of the halo. As Sextans, the distant
RRLs sample does not contain HASP stars.
In Figure 1 we showed the spatial distribution of the
distant RRLs, color coded by their heliocentric distance.
The distant RRLs look randomly distributed in the sky
except for two compact groups, with two and three RRLs
respectively, whose stars are very close together in the
sky. We discuss those groups in the next sub-section.
5.1. Leo IV and Leo V
Among the sample of distant RRLs, we found two dis-
tant groups of closely spaced RRL both in angular sep-
aration and heliocentric distances. In these cases, they
coincide with the position on the sky and distance of the
ultra-faint galaxies Leo IV and Leo V. In Medina et al.
(2017) we reported the discovery of the RRLs in Leo V
since that galaxy was not explored before for variabil-
ity. Medina et al. (2017) also argues the importance of
groups of distant RRLs as a mean to discover previously
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unknown satellites or substructure in the halo. Since the
properties of the RRLs in Leo IV and Leo V were already
discussed in Medina et al. (2017), here we only present a
summary and update the distance estimates.
Out of the three known RRLs in Leo IV (Moretti
et al. 2009), we detected two stars, HiTS113256-003329
and HiTS113259-003404, both RRab. The non-detection
of the third RRLs (called V3 by Moretti et al. 2009)
is consistent with the detection efficiency expected for
RRLs of these magnitudes, according to our results (Sec-
tion 3). Three RRLs were identified as members of
Leo V, HiTS113057+021331, HiTS113105+021319, and
HiTS113107+021302, all being new discoveries.
In Medina et al. (2017), the distances of the Leo IV
and Leo V RRLs were anchored to the known distance to
Leo IV (Moretti et al. 2009). Here, we obtain revised dis-
tances for those RRLs since metallicities for both systems
are available in the literature and we can use them in the
PLZ relation given by Sesar et al. (2017a), which was not
available at the time of writing Medina et al. (2017). Us-
ing [Fe/H]= −2.31 for Leo IV (Simon & Geha 2007),
we get a mean heliocentric distance of 151.4 ± 4.4 kpc.
This number is in agreement with the estimation made
by Moretti et al. (2009) (154±5 kpc). For Leo V, assum-
ing [Fe/H]= −2.48 (Collins et al. 2016) gives us a mean
distance of 169.0± 4.4 kpc, which is still consistent with
our earlier results.
6. SPACE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
The density profile of halo tracers contains important
clues of the accretion history of the Milky Way (Bullock
& Johnston 2005; Cooper et al. 2013). Since RRLs are
excellent distance indicators they are particularly useful
for the construction of number density profiles ρ(R), i.e.,
the variation in the number of RRLs per unit volume
(# kpc−3) where R is the distance to the center of the
Galaxy. Recent studies have worked with catalogs of
RRLs sufficiently large that allowed them to study the
variation of the number density with direction in the sky
(see for example Zinn et al. 2014). In our case, the sample
is made up of only ∼ 100 RRLs (excluding stars from
known dSph galaxies) spread over an area of ∼ 120 deg2.
Therefore, working with sub-samples located in different
directions would not be statistically meaningful. For this
reason, we use the data from all 40 fields to build a single
number density profile. Since HiTS’ fields span from 39
to 60 deg in Galactic latitude, and from 236 to 269 deg
in longitude, this can be considered a single line of sight
in the Galaxy. For the selection of the distance bins and
the number density calculation, the distance from the
Galactic center Rgc was calculated for each star in our
sample. Rgc can be obtained from
R2GC = (R−dH cos b cos l)2 +d2H sin2 b+d2H cos2 b sin2 l,
(4)
where dH is the heliocentric distance, b and l are the
Galactic latitude and longitude of each star, respectively,
and R is the distance from the sun to the Galactic cen-
ter. For this work we assumed R to be 8 kpc. The bins
were created evenly-spaced on a log scale.
We are interested in placing the Milky Way into con-
text with external galaxies and model stellar halos.
Given that in typical data sets, small overdensities of
2-3 stars, such as what we found in Leo IV and Leo V,
may not have been identified with known galaxies, we
first performed density profile fits including the RRLs in
the UFD, but leaving out the RRLs from the larger Sex-
tans dSph. We repeated the fits with the Leo IV/V stars
removed, in order to test the effect of these ultra-faint
dwarfs on the profile; the fits are virtually unchanged by
the inclusion/exclusion of the Leo IV/V RRLs.
Two halo models were used to fit the data: a spheri-
cal (sph) halo model and an ellipsoidal (ell) one with a
flattening parameter q = 0.7 adopted from Sesar et al.
(2011). The adopted model was ρ(R) = ρ(R/R)n,
where ρ is the local (solar circle) number density of
RRLs. The fit was done using the logarithmic form of
the previous equation:
log (ρ(R)) = A+ n log (R/R) (5)
where A = log (ρ). We used the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo routine emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to
find distributions for the parameters of this model of a
simple power law (SPL), A and n.
Although our main interest is to study the behaviour
of the density profile at large distances from the Sun, we
also explored a model with a broken power law which has
been observed in multiple works (Saha 1985; Watkins et
al. 2009; Deason et al. 2011; Sesar et al. 2011) at ∼ 25
kpc. For the broken power law model (BPL), the break
radius was considered a free parameter, as well as the
inner and outer slopes. In the case of the BPL profile,
the equations used are:
log (ρ(R)) = A1 + n1 log (R/R)
log (ρ(R)) = A2 + n2 log (R/R)
A1 + n1 log (Rbreak/R) = A2 + n2 log (Rbreak/R)
(6)
The values of A were constrained to within 0.20 and 1.75,
and −5 and 5 for A2 (after the break). The slope was
constrained to be between −7 and −1 for the SPL. For
the BPL, the constraining values were set to between
−10 and 5, and −14 and 15 for the inner and outer
slopes, respectively. The break radius was constrained
to within 15 and 70 kpc. An initial guess for the value
of each parameter was given, based on the result of fol-
lowing a non-linear least squares methodology (using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm from scipy).
The left/right panels of Figure 9 and Figure 10 show
the fitted models to the data, with sph and ell halos
respectively, under different considerations. In the left
panels we fit the model to the RRLs within 145 kpc,
which corresponds to the upper limit based on complete-
ness considerations (we are ∼ 85% complete down to
g = 21.5). In this case, the more distant (R > 145 kpc)
bins are shown for comparison with extrapolations of the
fits to large radii. In the right panels, we show fits to the
entire sample, after correcting for detection efficiency as
calculated in Figure 5.
In both cases the first bin, which includes the closest
RRL, was removed from the plots and the analysis be-
cause these bins suffer incompleteness due to saturation
of bright stars, which was not considered in our detection
efficiency calculations. The corner plot with the resulting
posterior distributions from our fits are shown in (Fig-
ure 11). Tables 2 and 3 shows the results of the fitting
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Figure 9. Number density versus Galactocentric distance RGC, excluding RR Lyrae stars from the Sextans dwarf galaxy, assuming a
spherical halo. Density profiles built without and with considering our detection efficiency (see Figure 5) are shown in the left and right
panels, respectively. We fit a simple power-law model to the corrected data; the corresponding fit parameters are listed in Table 2, and the
fits overlaid as solid lines in both panels. The shaded regions show the 3σ confidence levels determined via MCMC methods.
Figure 10. Number density as a function of radius in an elliptical halo, Rel, assuming an oblate halo with q = 0.7. As in Figure 9, we
exclude RRLs from the Sextans dSph. Density profiles built without and with considering our detection efficiency (see Figure 5) are shown
in the left and right panels, respectively. We fit a simple power-law model to the data at uncorrected Rel < 145 kpc; the corresponding
fit parameters are listed in Table 2, and the fits overlaid as solid lines in both panels. The shaded regions show the 3σ confidence levels
determined via MCMC methods.
for the different models assumed and with the samples
with/without the RRLs in Leo IV and V, respectively.
It is important to notice that, according to Equation
4, the Galactic latitude and longitude are required to
determine RGC from dH. Given the wide area covered
by the survey, it is not possible to transform the detec-
tion efficiency per apparent magnitude bin to a unique
Galactocentric distance and subsequently to unique el-
lipsoidal distance. If the mean latitude and longitude
of the area observed by the survey is used (b ∼ 46◦,
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Figure 11. Corner plot showing the posterior joint probability
distribution of the parameters of a simple power law number den-
sity profile, for a spherical Halo model. The parameters used for
this model are the logarithm form of the number density in the
solar neighborhood (A) and the power law index of the model (n).
l ∼ 250◦), the difference in distance, between heliocen-
tric and Galactocentric, is of up to 5 kpc. We consider
the detection efficiency correction still valid in this case,
since the size of the bins is in general > 5 kpc. In the
case of the ellipsoidal distances, this distance difference
reaches up to 70 kpc, which makes the correction less ac-
curate for the more distant bins. The left/right panel of
the plots in Figure 9/Figure 10 are provided only to show
the approximate effect to the density profile if the detec-
tion efficiency is or is not considered. For this reason,
the best-fit parameters in Tables 2 and 3 and the poste-
rior analysis are only given for the corrected/uncorrected
data, for the spheroidal/ellipsoidal model.
6.1. Spherical Halo
In this case R2 = R2GC = X
2 + Y 2 +Z2, where X and
Y are the cartesian coordinates in the Galactic plane,
and Z is the axis perpendicular to it. These values are
given by:
x = R − dH cos b cos l
y = dH cos b sin l
z = dH sin b
(7)
Figure 9 shows the density profiles as described above.
Table 2 summarizes the parameters found for the spher-
ical halo SPL and BPL, when the data is corrected and
not corrected by detection efficiency, respectively. Based
on these results, the best fit for the data corresponds to
the SPL model. From Figure 9 one can infer that the
presence of the break at ∼ 20 kpc is mostly due to the
relatively-high density of the point atRGC ∼ 26 kpc. The
larger uncertainties in the determination of the BPL pa-
rameters, compared with the ones for the SPL, support
the low probability of that model. The lack of stars at
short distances in our sample may be part of the reason
in finding a good fit to this model. For completeness, we
also fit a broken power law with two breaks (double bro-
ken power law; DBPL) to account for a potential different
behavior of the profile at large radii, ruled by the inter-
action of the Milky Way halo with farther large massive
galaxies (mostly M31), for example. Table 2 does not
include these parameters, given the large uncertainties
associated and the difficulty to assess a physical mean-
ing to this fit.
6.2. Ellipsoidal Halo
For an oblate halo with q = 0.7, the semi-major axis of
the ellipsoid is R2el = X
2 + Y 2 + (Z/0.7)2 which replaces
R in Equation 5. The results of the fit are shown in Ta-
ble 2 and Figure 10. As in the previous case, the best fit
corresponds to the SPL model (based on χ2ν) but again,
this may be due to the scarse bins at short distances in
our dataset. As in the case of the spherical halo model,
the distant bins make the difference when looking for a
change in the slope. The fits give Rel ∼ 22 kpc as the
most likely value for the break radius for the BPL, while
for the DBPL these are ∼ 25 kpc and ∼ 80 kpc, with
large uncertainties. For the latter, overfitting is much
more likely to have happened than in the spherical halo
model.
Overall, the spherical halo model provides a better fit
to the halo than the ellipsoidal model with q = 0.7. The
results of using samples that include/exclude the RRLs
in the UFD Leo IV and Leo V are the same, within the
erros, indicating that small galaxies do not affect the
general behaviour of the density profile of the halo.
6.3. Contribution from known substructures in the
HiTS field of view
The approach we have taken here best facilitates com-
parisons to model and external galaxy halos, where in-
dividual stellar streams and substructures may not be
distinguished from the halo as a whole. However, we ac-
knowledge that there are known MW substructures in
the vicinity of the HiTS field of view. Here we briefly
assess these substructures’ contributions to the halo den-
sity profiles shown in Figures 9 and 10.
The Orphan tidal stream (Grillmair 2006; Belokurov et
al. 2007) is a wide stellar stream that spans more than
100 degrees (Grillmair et al. 2015), tracing a roughly
north-south path across (and extend southward beyond)
the SDSS footprint. The distance to the stream ranges
from ∼ 55 kpc at its northernmost point, decreasing to
∼ 20 kpc as the Orphan extends below the southern edge
of the SDSS footprint (Sesar et al. 2013). We select Or-
phan RRLs candidates using the coordinate system de-
fined by Newberg et al. (2010) to align with the stream
and at distances between 20 < dH < 32 kpc (consistent
with the stream distances found in the region of the HiTS
footprint by Hendel et al. 2017). We find 12(7) RRLs
within 5◦(3◦) of the stream center and satisfying this dis-
tance cut. Newberg et al. (2010) showed that the Orphan
stream is a ∼ 10% excess of MSTO stars relative to the
nearby field density; thus, we estimate that ∼ 1−2 of the
stars selected as Orphan candidates are actual members
of the stream. Indeed, one of them (HiTS104924-023635)
corresponds to “RR49” from Hendel et al. (2017), who
measured a distance with Spitzer Space Telescope time-
series data of 23.05± 0.58 kpc. This compares favorably
to our estimate of dH = 20.92±0.75 kpc for the same star,
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Table 2
Parameters for the different power law models described in section 6, with the Leo IV and Leo V RRLs.
Model A1 A2 n1 n2 Rb χ
2
ν
(kpc) (kpc)
sph SPL 1.16+0.12−0.12 – −4.17+0.18−0.20 – – 2.657
sph BPL 0.91+0.56−0.70 1.20
+0.17
−0.25 −3.50+1.98−1.46 −4.22+0.32−0.26 19.52+9.90−3.27 3.204
ell SPL 1.14+0.15−0.16 – −4.16+0.23−0.25 – – 3.184
ell BPL 0.42+0.75−0.74 1.30
+0.37
−0.24 −2.23+1.77−1.99 −4.37+0.34−0.50 22.46+7.10−5.50 3.962
Table 3
Parameters for the different power law models described in section 6, without Leo IV and Leo V.
Model A1 A2 n1 n2 Rb χ
2
ν
(kpc) (kpc)
sph SPL 1.18+0.11−0.12 – −4.22+0.18−0.19 – – 2.132
sph BPL 0.75+0.66−0.67 1.24
+0.16
−0.19 −3.01+2.11−1.77 −4.30+0.28−0.25 18.85+7.76−2.67 2.584
ell SPL 1.14+0.16−0.16 – −4.15+0.23−0.25 – – 2.497
ell BPL 0.43+0.78−0.88 1.29
+0.33
−0.23 −2.29+2.18−2.02 −4.37+0.33−0.45 22.04+6.43−5.26 3.131
especially given that if we instead adopted its metallicity
of [Fe/H]= −2.02 as measured by Sesar et al. (2013), we
would derive a slightly larger distance (by ∼ 2%).
Another possible contributor to the halo stellar popu-
lations in the HiTS field of view is the Sagittarius (Sgr)
tidal stream. Sgr is a prominent stellar overdensity over
much of the sky (see review in Law & Majewski 2016).
Using the N -body model of Law & Majewski (2010), we
select model Sgr stars within the footprint of our HiTS
RRLs search, and that were stripped from the progenitor
within the last ∼ 5 Gyr (i.e., are part of the most recent
leading debris tail). The model predicts that only the
northeastern corner of the HiTS footprint should con-
tain any Sgr debris. The mean distance of these model
debris points is 〈d〉 = 42 kpc, with a spread of σd ∼ 6 kpc.
There are nine HiTS RRLs between 31 < dH < 49 kpc, of
which four are in the region occupied by Sgr model debris
(i.e., 170◦ < 7RA < 175◦, −3◦ < Dec < 3◦). Interest-
ingly, these four stars are tightly clumped in distance,
with a mean of 〈dH〉 = 40.0 kpc and standard deviation
of σd ∼ 0.7 kpc. Nonetheless, given that these four stars
are ∼ 16.5 − 20◦ from the center of the Sgr stream (us-
ing the Sgr-aligned coordinate system of Majewski et al.
2003), we consider their association with Sgr tentative at
best.
In conclusion, while there are likely stars from pre-
viously identified substructures in our sample of HiTS
RRLs, it is unlikely that they have significantly biased
our density profile fits, as each of the substructures would
contribute only a small number of stars in our field of
view.
7. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
We present the detection of 173 RRLs using observa-
tions from the 2014 campaign of the HiTS survey. The
data cover ∼ 120 square degrees of the sky and include
from 20 to 37 epochs in the g−band. The photometric
depth of the HiTS data enables us to build a catalog that
includes a significant number of stars that do not appear
in previous public surveys overlapping the same sky re-
gion (such as the CRTS). Most of the additional RRLs we
contribute have 〈g〉 > 20, corresponding to dH & 60 kpc.
The surveyed region overlaps with the position of cur-
rently known satellite galaxies of the Milky Way. We de-
tect 65 RRLs members of the Sextans dSph, 46 of them
being new discoveries. This number includes seven stars
that were not classified as RRLs by other works, but
were already considered as members of the dwarf. Two
additional dwarf galaxies, Leo IV and Leo V, were found
within our RRLs catalog. A more detailed analysis of
the RRLs in Leo V has been presented in a companion
paper (Medina et al. 2017).
Regarding distant RRLs in our sample, we find 18 can-
didates with dH > 90 kpc, 11 of which are classified as ab-
type, while seven are c−type. To understand the connec-
tion of this sub-sample with previously known/unknown
systems, the period-amplitudes of the individual stars
could play a major role. RRLs that are members of
globular clusters are separated in the distincted Oost-
erhoff groups (OoI and OoII, Oosterhoff 1939). On the
other hand, RRLs in ultra-faint dwarf galaxies are mostly
OoII (Clementini 2014), while the halo general popula-
tion (within a radius of ∼ 80 kpc) presents stars in both
locus, but the majority of them follow the locus of the
Oo I group. This has been shown multiple times in the
literature (e.g. Zinn et al. 2014; Catelan & Smith 2015)
and it is also clearly seen in Figure 4. The distant sam-
ple of RRLs however does not follow the main trend of
nearby field RRLs, suggesting that the main contributor
to the outer halo may come from UFD galaxies.
We build number density radial profiles with our RRLs
catalog (§ 5), then fit models of the form ρ(R) =
ρ(R/R)n for a spherical halo and an ellipsoidal one
with a flattening parameter q = 0.7. The fits described
in the previous section do not support the presence of a
clear break in the profiles. However, due to the satura-
tion limit of our photometry we only have ∼ 1 − 2 bins
within the radius where a break is typically identified,
so that our data may not be sensitive to the presence
of a break. In fact, the data are well represented by
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Table 4
Parameters of number density profiles of the Halo from previous works, when power laws are considered. This Table only includes works
with upper limits in distance > 25 kpc.
Model Slope Rb Inner Slope Outer slope Range Tracer Used Paper
(kpc) (kpc)
Simple Power Law
−3.034± 0.08 – – – 1–80 RRLs Wetterer & McGraw 1996
∼ −2.8 – – – 4–60 RRLs Vivas & Zinn 2006
−3.0 – – – 5–40 MSTO stars Bell et al. 2008
−2.5± 0.2 – – – 10–90 BHB stars De Propris et al. 2010
−2.7± 0.5 – – – 1–40 BHB and BS stars Deason et al. 2011
−2.42± 0.13 – – – 5–30 (ab−type) RRLs Sesar et al. 2013
< −6 – – – 50–100 A-type stars Deason et al. 2014
−3.8± 0.3 – – – 50–100 (ab−type) RRLs Cohen et al. 2015
−3.4± 0.1 – – – 10–80 K giants Xue et al. 2015
−3.5± 0.2 – – – 30–90 Giant stars Slater et al. 2016
−2.96± 0.05 – – – 1–28 RRLs Iorio et al. 2017
−4.17+0.18−0.20 – – – 17–145 RRLs This work
Broken Power Law
– 23 −2.4 −4.5 5–100 RRLs Watkins et al. 2009
– 27± 1 −2.3± 0.1 −4.6+0.2−0.1 1–40 BHB and BS stars Deason et al. 2011
– 28 −2.6± 0.04 −3.8± 0.1 12–40 near MSTO stars Sesar et al. 2011
– 24 −2.8± 0.5 −5.4± 0.5 5–60 RRLs Zinn et al. 2014
– 20 −2.5± 0.4 −4.9± 0.4 10–60 F-type stars Pila-Dı´ez et al. 2015
– 18± 1 −2.1± 0.3 −3.8± 0.1 10–80 K giants Xue et al. 2015
– 29.87+2.80−3.55 −3.61+0.15−0.16 −4.75+0.30−0.28 10–70 BHB stars Das et al. 2016
– 19.52
+9.90
−3.27 −3.50
+1.98
−1.46 −4.22
+0.32
−0.26 17–145 RRLs This work
a simple power law, with a slope of −4.17+0.18−0.20 for the
spherical halo, and n = −4.16+0.23−0.25 for the elliptical case.
If a broken power law is considered, the profile (for a
spherical halo) exhibits a break at Rb = 19.52
+9.90
−3.27 kpc,
with inner and outer slopes of n1 = −3.50+1.98−1.46 and
n2 = −4.22+0.32−0.26, respectively. The position of the break
and the values of the power-law indices are broadly con-
sistent with previous studies. We summarize values from
the literature for these parameters in Table 4. This agree-
ment might represent a possible real feature of the Galac-
tic halo, even when the sample used for those studies are
located at different positions. However, it is not clear
that the data favor a certain model over the other. We
tried a less likely double broken power law (a power law
with two breaks) profile as well, but it was not considered
for further analysis due to the lack of a strong physical
meaning, big uncertainties and possible overfitting.
Our sample of HiTS RR Lyrae is an unprecedented
probe of the outer Galactic halo; all but three of our
stellar density bins are at distances beyond 30 kpc. As
illustrated in Table 4, the power-law slope of the outer
MW halo is typically found to be rather steep, whether
it is measured by fitting a single power-law to the outer
halo (RGC & 50 kpc), or a broken power-law with sepa-
rate slopes for the inner/outer halo. The existence of a
break in the halo density profile at RGC ∼ 20 − 30 kpc
is typically argued to represent a transition between pre-
dominantly in situ halo stars in the inner halo and an
accretion-dominated outer halo (e.g., Bullock & John-
ston 2005; Abadi et al. 2006). Deason et al. (2013) fit
broken power-laws to the density profiles of synthetic,
accretion-only models from Bullock & Johnston (2005),
and found a mean from the 11 outer halo slopes of
〈n〉 = −4.4, with values ranging from −2.5 > n > −6.5,
and median break radius of 26 kpc. Because all but two of
our radial profile bins are beyond this typical break, these
predictions provide a valid comparison to even our single
power-law fits. Cooper et al. (2010) also predicts slightly
steeper (on average) slopes (all with n < −4.4) for the
outer halos of Aquarius model galaxies formed by the
tidal disruption of dwarf satellites. The rough agreement
of our power-law fits (both the SPL with n = −4.17, and
the BPL with n2 = −4.22, Rb = 19 kpc) with these pre-
dictions from halos made entirely of accreted satellites
suggests that the outer MW halo may be made up com-
pletely of accreted stars.
We can perhaps learn even more about our Galaxy’s
accretion history based on the density profile. Pillepich
et al. (2014) fit the power-law stellar density profiles of
∼ 5000 MW analogs from the Illustris simulation suite
between radii of the stellar half-mass radius (r1/2;∼
10 kpc for a 1012M galaxy) out to the virial radius.
These slopes range from 3.5 < n < 5.5, with more
massive halos exhibiting shallower stellar density pro-
files. More recently-formed halos, those that had a re-
cent minor/major merger, or those that accreted a larger
fraction of their stellar mass from satellites, typically
have shallower slopes; thus, the fact that the MW’s
outer slope is often found to be steep suggests a rela-
tively quiescent recent accretion history. Our measured
slope of n = −4.17 is remarkably consistent with Illustris
model predictions for MW-mass galaxies (see Figure 6 of
Pillepich et al. 2014).
With the addition of radial velocities for our outer
halo RRLs, we can assess whether groups of stars which
share similar radial velocities and 3D positions are part of
physically associated, recently accreted tidal debris (e.g.,
Baker & Willman 2015; Vivas et al. 2016). If tidal de-
bris structures in the outer halo can be linked to related
structures at smaller Galactocentric radii, they provide
a means of tracing the halo potential over the interven-
ing distances (e.g., Johnston et al. 2012). Furthermore,
the 13 RRLs we have discovered beyond 130 kpc in the
Galaxy more than double the number of known stars
at such distances in the MW. With spectroscopically-
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derived radial velocities, these stars will be vital tracers
of the MW mass (e.g., Watkins et al. 2010; Sanderson
2016), which is currently known only to roughly a factor
of two (e.g., Eadie & Harris 2016; Ablimit & Zhao 2017).
The data presented here cover only a small field of
view in the Galactic halo, making interpretation within
a global galaxy-formation context limited. Fully un-
derstanding our Galaxy’s accretion history thus requires
samples of tracers at RGC > 100 kpc over many sky ar-
eas. Even with a handful of ∼ 100 deg2 fields such as that
presented in this work, we could examine the fraction
of stars in substructures as a function of position, and
the variation of density profiles with line of sight, while
also combining data sets to average over local variations.
The deep, ∼ 20000 deg2, time-domain LSST survey (e.g.,
LSST Science Collaboration et al. 2009) will recover a
nearly complete sample of RRLs out to & 350 kpc by
the completion of the 10-year survey (Ivezic´ et al. 2008;
Oluseyi et al. 2012; VanderPlas & Ivezic´ 2015, see also
Fig. 2 of Baker & Willman 2015). The HiTS results pre-
sented here are part of a larger ongoing LSST precursor
observing program we are conducting, with which we will
continue to map the outer limits of the Galactic halo with
RR Lyrae variables, and develop tools for interpretation
that lay the groundwork for exploiting the huge samples
of RRLs in the LSST era.
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APPENDIX
TABLES AND LIGHTCURVES
In this section, we include tables with the main properties of the sample of RRLs found by HiTS, as well as phased
light curves for the stars that are not shown in Figure 8. Table 5 displays information about the RRLs in the Sextans
dSph, while Table 6 shows the information of the rest of the sample.
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Table 5
RR Lyrae stars found in the Sextans dSph by HiTS. In the columun Previous ID, stars with prefixes V and C are taken from Amigo et al.
(2012), with the former corresponding to detections made by Mateo et al. (1995). The RRLs with prefixes LSQ are stars from LSQ (Zinn
et al. 2014), and the ones labeled as VV, VI and MV are from Lee et al. (2003). Stars with MV come from Mateo et al. (1995) as well.
Note that only 4 of our RRLs are classified as RRLs in Lee et al. (2003).
ID R.A. DEC 〈g〉 Period Amplitude dH Type N Previous ID
(deg) (deg) (days) (kpc)
HiTS100815-021625 152.06402 -2.27369 20.3 0.6973 0.85 84 ab 30 -
HiTS100936-015356 152.40198 -1.89876 20.4 0.346 0.65 84 c 38 -
HiTS100958-015954 152.49002 -1.99832 20.4 0.6497 0.97 84 ab 36 -
HiTS101010-021303 152.54151 -2.21761 20.4 0.6775 0.65 87 ab 37 -
HiTS101011-012028 152.54492 -1.34107 20.4 0.675 0.67 86 ab 38 -
HiTS101035-014902 152.64737 -1.81732 20.4 0.728 0.56 87 ab 38 -
HiTS101059-014146 152.74635 -1.69613 20.4 0.60505 0.87 85 ab 37 -
HiTS101104-021031 152.76652 -2.17535 20.4 0.5939 0.94 84 ab 37 -
HiTS101110-022812 152.79187 -2.46998 20.3 0.3059 0.46 79 c 35 -
HiTS101118-014123 152.82598 -1.68969 20.4 0.6088 0.69 85 ab 33 -
HiTS101123-013813 152.84444 -1.63696 20.4 0.6031 0.8 83 ab 38 -
HiTS101127-021833 152.86234 -2.30928 20.3 0.7153 0.69 85 ab 37 -
HiTS101137-013159 152.90356 -1.53294 20.4 0.3941 0.57 90 c 37 -
HiTS101146-014207 152.94133 -1.70199 20.2 0.3163 0.69 76 c 38 VV23
HiTS101147-012921 152.94423 -1.48912 20.5 0.3012 0.64 83 c 37 VI02
HiTS101149-023558 152.95618 -2.59951 20.2 0.6395 1.04 79 ab 20 -
HiTS101159-020215 152.99415 -2.03763 20.0 0.4601 0.53 80 c 37 -
HiTS101159-014352 152.99676 -1.73099 20.4 0.3472 0.75 84 c 38 C5
HiTS101200-020233 152.99877 -2.04241 20.5 0.5999 1.0 87 ab 37 -
HiTS101214-014048 153.05782 -1.68014 20.5 0.6093 0.63 87 ab 38 C13,VI47
HiTS101215-014921 153.06118 -1.82237 20.4 0.66581 0.71 86 ab 38 C14,VV26
HiTS101215-015415 153.06268 -1.90417 20.3 0.4261 0.51 90 c 38 C15
HiTS101215-013710 153.06378 -1.61944 20.6 0.629 0.82 90 ab 38 C16,VI46
HiTS101216-020415 153.06648 -2.07081 20.5 0.6532 0.85 88 ab 37 -
HiTS101218-020021 153.07314 -2.00582 20.3 0.73271 0.75 83 ab 37 LSQ27
HiTS101219-014025 153.07974 -1.67363 20.4 0.5937 0.93 83 ab 38 C21,VI44
HiTS101219-015445 153.08119 -1.91262 20.3 0.3776 0.57 85 c 33 -
HiTS101220-014915 153.08398 -1.82097 20.3 0.5817 1.03 78 ab 38 C23
HiTS101221-013733 153.08562 -1.62578 20.4 0.7032 0.86 88 ab 38 C24,VI45
HiTS101223-015225 153.09601 -1.87375 20.4 0.5828 1.07 81 ab 37 C30
HiTS101225-014319 153.10533 -1.72193 20.5 0.5726 1.05 84 ab 37 C33,VI49
HiTS101249-020327 153.20288 -2.05756 20.5 0.6361 0.74 87 ab 37 -
HiTS101309-020442 153.28603 -2.07826 20.2 0.6606 0.63 79 ab 20 LSQ33
HiTS101312-021412 153.30010 -2.23653 20.4 0.627 0.78 84 ab 21 -
HiTS101316-020029 153.31510 -2.00796 20.5 0.6105 0.79 87 ab 21 -
HiTS101333-003607 153.38637 -0.60196 20.2 0.6626 1.03 81 ab 21 -
HiTS101336-020026 153.40018 -2.00731 20.3 0.6052 1.13 80 ab 21 -
HiTS101337-014947 153.40393 -1.82963 20.5 0.6285 0.78 88 ab 21 C102,VI78
HiTS101339-014310 153.41355 -1.71934 20.4 0.3464 0.65 85 c 20 V22,VV35(RRL)
HiTS101344-014845 153.43204 -1.81237 20.4 0.5887 0.97 83 ab 21 V25,VI75(RRL)
HiTS101345-014305 153.43776 -1.71792 20.5 0.6215 0.78 87 ab 20 V26,VI80(RRL)
HiTS101349-015042 153.45497 -1.84497 20.3 0.3962 0.53 87 c 21 VI77
HiTS101356-004811 153.48130 -0.80309 20.4 0.3616 0.61 88 c 21 -
HiTS101401-014046 153.50327 -1.67939 20.5 0.48777 1.13 82 ab 20 V42,MV09(RRL)
HiTS101403-013845 153.51083 -1.64578 20.4 0.5417 1.08 82 ab 20 V43
HiTS101413-004502 153.55313 -0.75058 20.2 0.3861 0.62 84 c 21 LSQ39
HiTS101413-014709 153.55455 -1.78591 20.4 0.6149 0.94 84 ab 21 VI81
HiTS101413-022107 153.55496 -2.35185 20.2 0.3032 0.49 76 c 21 -
HiTS101414-013033 153.55636 -1.50920 20.4 0.6342 0.63 85 ab 20 VV21
HiTS101415-015358 153.56291 -1.89934 20.3 0.6141 0.68 81 ab 21 -
HiTS101417-015904 153.57276 -1.98455 20.4 0.5919 0.96 82 ab 21 -
HiTS101423-012721 153.59391 -1.45573 20.3 0.3442 0.52 82 c 21 -
HiTS101426-014200 153.60822 -1.69990 20.4 0.5424 0.97 82 ab 20 VI83
HiTS101426-014048 153.60920 -1.68002 20.5 0.6156 0.77 87 ab 20 VI84
HiTS101428-014334 153.61674 -1.72623 20.4 0.54928 1.08 79 ab 20 -
HiTS101429-004613 153.62042 -0.77035 20.5 0.6324 0.8 87 ab 21 -
HiTS101446-012748 153.69002 -1.46334 20.5 0.6074 0.94 86 ab 21 -
HiTS101447-012724 153.69536 -1.45670 20.4 0.3682 0.52 88 c 21 -
HiTS101500-013822 153.75073 -1.63955 20.3 0.7754 0.49 85 ab 21 -
HiTS101511-011825 153.79493 -1.30695 20.3 0.7262 0.62 85 ab 21 -
HiTS101514-013400 153.80651 -1.56672 20.5 0.60825 0.86 87 ab 21 -
HiTS101551-013732 153.96215 -1.62542 20.2 0.6771 0.9 81 ab 21 -
HiTS101605-012847 154.01876 -1.47980 20.4 0.6136 0.52 83 ab 21 -
HiTS101626-013756 154.10991 -1.63218 20.3 0.6585 0.94 81 ab 21 -
HiTS101638-011903 154.15994 -1.31752 20.4 0.407 0.46 90 c 21 -
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Table 6 Full list of the RRLs presented in this work, excluding the
candidates in the Sextans dSph galaxy.
ID R.A. DEC 〈g〉 Period Amplitude dH Type N
(deg) (deg) (days) (kpc)
HiTS095845+023118 149.68616 2.52172 17.9 0.6453 0.36 28 ab 18
HiTS100129+001100 150.37090 0.18338 16.4 0.6098 1.30 13 ab 21
HiTS100207+012232 150.52751 1.37554 16.5 0.7208 0.91 15 ab 16
HiTS100236+030023 150.64878 3.00649 16.1 0.6079 1.02 12 ab 20
HiTS100838-020312 152.15703 -2.05345 17.4 0.5799 1.28 20 ab 38
HiTS100843-041555 152.17745 -4.26539 17.9 0.6215 0.48 27 ab 21
HiTS100911-041232 152.29475 -4.20889 17.8 0.3754 0.65 26 c 21
HiTS100942+012903 152.42563 1.48407 19.3 0.4875 0.81 47 ab 20
HiTS100956+013212 152.48158 1.53665 20.4 0.6220 0.68 84 ab 20
HiTS101014-020114 152.55937 -2.02065 16.8 0.5574 1.08 15 ab 35
HiTS101057-033322 152.73691 -3.55624 19.8 0.6363 1.17 63 ab 21
HiTS101243+022118 153.17763 2.35503 20.6 0.5346 1.04 87 ab 20
HiTS101321-035610 153.33614 -3.93599 18.6 0.5871 0.97 36 ab 21
HiTS101336-013752 153.40203 -1.63120 18.8 0.6960 0.88 42 ab 20
HiTS101353-035021 153.46884 -3.83912 17.3 0.4162 0.23 22 c 21
HiTS101452-002635 153.71870 -0.44305 18.1 0.5803 0.96 28 ab 21
HiTS101529-012126 153.86970 -1.35711 20.1 0.4132 0.71 63 ab 21
HiTS101626-041658 154.10903 -4.28284 17.6 0.7404 0.58 24 ab 21
HiTS101750-020127 154.45848 -2.02430 16.5 0.3307 0.46 14 c 21
HiTS101936-012754 154.89982 -1.46512 17.1 0.6329 0.51 18 ab 21
HiTS101953-050553 154.97160 -5.09813 19.3 0.6865 0.82 50 ab 20
HiTS101957-020302 154.98816 -2.05048 19.5 0.4292 0.95 48 ab 21
HiTS102014-042354 155.05789 -4.39843 22.5 0.3841 0.37 233 c 19
HiTS102106-064439 155.27585 -6.74404 18.9 0.5985 0.94 41 ab 17
HiTS102306-080748 155.77552 -8.12994 17.4 0.4663 1.40 18 ab 21
HiTS102313-082435 155.80301 -8.40973 17.2 0.4632 1.30 17 ab 20
HiTS102344-064233 155.93215 -6.70930 18.2 0.6582 0.45 31 ab 17
HiTS102414-095518 156.05905 -9.92180 21.7 0.7641 0.54 161 ab 21
HiTS102610-083620 156.54047 -8.60557 16.2 0.3228 0.53 12 c 22
HiTS103015-050203 157.56265 -5.03403 17.1 0.3032 0.62 18 c 22
HiTS103601-015451 159.00456 -1.91422 21.7 0.4045 0.29 161 c 21
HiTS103626-014703 159.10785 -1.78424 16.1 0.5872 1.08 11 ab 19
HiTS103758-043930 159.49133 -4.65828 17.9 0.5836 0.89 25 ab 21
HiTS103931-034037 159.87731 -3.67708 17.1 0.5480 0.70 17 ab 21
HiTS103943-021726 159.93119 -2.29061 20.9 0.6956 0.44 108 ab 21
HiTS104009-063304 160.03895 -6.55105 20.8 0.6376 0.69 100 ab 21
HiTS104054-042827 160.22661 -4.47424 21.9 0.4650 0.34 183 c 20
HiTS104402-040641 161.00852 -4.11148 17.4 0.5705 1.04 20 ab 21
HiTS104407-035317 161.03109 -3.88797 18.0 0.6190 0.63 28 ab 21
HiTS104423+011722 161.09545 1.28950 16.4 0.3620 0.51 13 c 21
HiTS104427+024346 161.11385 2.72931 17.6 0.3198 0.40 23 c 18
HiTS104738+020627 161.90718 2.10746 22.8 0.3844 0.47 262 c 19
HiTS104924-023635 162.34954 -2.60969 17.5 0.5263 1.28 21 ab 20
HiTS105142+001611 162.92606 0.26978 16.5 0.6488 1.07 14 ab 20
HiTS105152+021339 162.96779 2.22743 16.1 0.5548 1.12 11 ab 20
HiTS105209-043942 163.03718 -4.66174 21.5 0.6036 0.46 136 ab 20
HiTS105213-043434 163.05435 -4.57609 17.3 0.3632 0.17 21 c 20
HiTS105226+022759 163.10707 2.46631 16.8 0.5584 1.07 16 ab 21
HiTS105311+015046 163.29669 1.84613 17.2 0.2893 0.28 18 c 20
HiTS105502-025906 163.75656 -2.98510 16.9 0.5797 0.94 16 ab 20
HiTS105537+022053 163.90258 2.34818 17.0 0.5476 0.90 17 ab 21
HiTS105545-013021 163.93648 -1.50583 16.5 0.4599 1.34 12 ab 20
HiTS105545-013440 163.93662 -1.57783 20.4 0.5219 1.01 76 ab 20
HiTS105549+023408 163.95249 2.56879 17.0 0.4496 1.44 15 ab 21
HiTS105613-015658 164.05547 -1.94939 18.1 0.7732 0.41 30 ab 20
HiTS105634+013335 164.14314 1.55986 18.1 0.3041 0.53 29 c 20
HiTS105726+024352 164.35679 2.73115 19.4 0.5843 1.02 53 ab 21
HiTS105738+001316 164.41037 0.22123 18.2 0.6421 0.53 30 ab 21
HiTS105754-002603 164.47577 -0.43403 20.5 0.3609 0.62 93 c 20
HiTS105843+023125 164.67737 2.52354 18.0 0.6988 0.71 29 ab 21
HiTS105933+020617 164.88765 2.10477 16.9 0.4653 1.31 15 ab 19
HiTS110117-035105 165.32027 -3.85142 19.9 0.4277 0.53 57 ab 18
HiTS110200+005324 165.49980 0.89006 17.6 0.5336 0.57 23 ab 21
HiTS110222-001624 165.59251 -0.27337 22.1 0.6118 0.51 180 ab 19
HiTS110243+014821 165.68036 1.80572 17.2 0.7910 0.55 21 ab 20
HiTS110254-003415 165.72515 -0.57075 17.4 0.3383 0.48 22 c 21
HiTS110456+015745 166.23204 1.96261 17.2 0.6505 0.93 20 ab 20
HiTS110510-022710 166.28982 -2.45282 22.4 0.7459 0.61 219 ab 19
HiTS110616+015120 166.56478 1.85545 16.4 0.3509 0.48 14 c 20
HiTS110739+012813 166.91383 1.47037 20.4 0.4359 0.24 93 c 20
HiTS110829+013851 167.11962 1.64753 16.5 0.5937 1.05 14 ab 20
HiTS111033-032936 167.63857 -3.49333 15.6 0.3439 0.49 9 c 22
HiTS111106-041718 167.77512 -4.28834 21.2 0.3034 0.62 113 c 22
HiTS111246-043641 168.19260 -4.61130 16.5 0.5258 1.13 13 ab 21
HiTS111311+025109 168.29469 2.85259 16.5 0.7284 0.67 15 ab 19
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Table 6 Continued.
ID R.A. DEC 〈g〉 Period Amplitude dH Type N
(deg) (deg) (days) (kpc)
HiTS111342-021922 168.42638 -2.32288 17.3 0.3103 0.44 20 c 22
HiTS111420+024911 168.58268 2.81958 17.6 0.5540 1.10 22 ab 20
HiTS111522-025143 168.84248 -2.86206 18.0 0.6350 0.58 27 ab 21
HiTS111722+022620 169.33980 2.43886 17.2 0.6322 0.99 19 ab 20
HiTS111934-041741 169.89346 -4.29472 15.8 0.6413 0.37 10 ab 22
HiTS112000-003831 169.99881 -0.64205 16.6 0.4494 0.99 13 ab 20
HiTS112039-040702 170.16125 -4.11709 16.2 0.3906 0.55 13 c 22
HiTS112058-020326 170.23962 -2.05724 16.4 0.3516 0.49 14 c 22
HiTS112445+013726 171.18809 1.62395 18.1 0.5997 0.81 28 ab 20
HiTS112524-024348 171.35051 -2.72999 20.4 0.6373 0.43 83 ab 22
HiTS112549-041215 171.45363 -4.20410 15.5 0.6733 0.84 9 ab 20
HiTS112807-034733 172.03057 -3.79243 18.2 0.6359 1.14 29 ab 20
HiTS112820-000636 172.08521 -0.11014 19.3 0.6840 0.74 54 ab 20
HiTS112838-000112 172.15740 -0.02008 18.9 0.5699 1.10 40 ab 20
HiTS112859-034415 172.24634 -3.73761 20.4 0.3934 0.52 84 c 20
HiTS113006+001108 172.52405 0.18565 17.9 0.6584 0.28 28 ab 20
HiTS113057+021331 172.73946 2.22514 21.8 0.6453 0.72 172 ab 20
HiTS113105+021319 172.76936 2.22200 21.8 0.6574 1.40 172 ab 20
HiTS113107+023025 172.77770 2.50700 18.8 0.6626 0.90 41 ab 21
HiTS113107+021302 172.77796 2.21734 21.7 0.6442 1.02 163 ab 21
HiTS113217-035542 173.07262 -3.92844 17.9 0.7370 0.53 27 ab 20
HiTS113256-003329 173.23270 -0.55818 21.5 0.7146 0.78 156 ab 19
HiTS113259-003404 173.24674 -0.56770 21.5 0.6268 1.22 147 ab 18
HiTS113314+022239 173.30754 2.37736 17.6 0.6029 0.69 23 ab 20
HiTS113336-011012 173.39867 -1.17007 16.9 0.5125 1.21 16 ab 20
HiTS113353+010816 173.46942 1.13774 17.3 0.8128 0.83 23 ab 21
HiTS113400+024753 173.49853 2.79812 18.7 0.6703 0.86 39 ab 21
HiTS113600+021833 173.99975 2.30909 17.8 0.6626 0.61 27 ab 18
HiTS113609+025834 174.03651 2.97606 17.7 0.5505 1.01 24 ab 21
HiTS113634-012016 174.14059 -1.33785 18.7 0.6242 0.58 39 ab 20
HiTS113640-012516 174.16589 -1.42113 16.8 0.6507 0.60 17 ab 20
HiTS113653-024629 174.22135 -2.77481 16.7 0.2668 0.40 14 c 20
HiTS113748-021817 174.45040 -2.30472 16.8 0.5724 1.11 16 ab 20
20 Medina et al.
Figure 12. Phased light curves of RR Lyrae stars in the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy (1/3).
Figures 12 to 14 display the phased light curves of the RR Lyrae stars in the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy. On
the other hand, Figures 15-18 show the light curves of the field RR Lyrae stars closer than 90 kpc.
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Figure 13. Phased light curves of RR Lyrae stars in the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy (2/3).
22 Medina et al.
Figure 14. Phased light curves of RR Lyrae stars in the Sextans dwarf spheroidal galaxy (3/3).
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Figure 15. Phased light curves of nearby (< 90 kpc) RR Lyrae stars in the field (1/4).
24 Medina et al.
Figure 16. Phased light curves of nearby (< 90 kpc) RR Lyrae stars in the field (2/4).
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Figure 17. Phased light curves of nearby (< 90 kpc) RR Lyrae stars in the field (3/4).
26 Medina et al.
Figure 18. Phased light curves of nearby (< 90 kpc) RR Lyrae stars in the field (4/4).
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